The Existential Adventures of Crazy Man and the Dog, Sidestepper

Episode 10: Crazy Man and the Dog, Sidestepper, Have an existential crisis with the green one.
Or…is he brown? Or not?
Just moments or hours into the day Crazy Man suddenly grabbed the dog, Sidestepper, by two of
his legs and sent both of them toppling and screaming onto the path of adventure and new
meanings. They careened and plummeted and screamed as they tumbled through the air and
landed with a mutually embarrassing bing. Crazy Man was the first to recover from the
humiliation of binging and he pointed to something beside the path as they flailed in post
traumatic recovery from another failed compromise with gravity. The dog, Sidestepper, looked
but saw nothing.
Crazy Man was still pointing through the dust cloud of their failure. “Look,” he said.
The dog, Sidestepper, looked and realized that if a bullet were to emerge from Crazy Man’s
finger, it would whiz through the air and demolish a cute little…frog.
“Don’t shoot,” he said.
Crazy Man looked at the dog, Sidestepper, in a weird way.
The dog, Sidestepper, looked at the frog and said the inevitable: “Are you my mother?”
“Croak,” said the frog.
This confused the dog, Sidestepper. He didn’t understand ‘Croak’ or any of the infinite
meanings it might express. Was the frog saying yes? Was the frog saying no? Was the frog saying

I’ll think about it? Was this damn frog withholding vital information about the whereabouts of
his mother? Was this frog friend or foe?
“Can we eat your legs?” said Crazy Man.
“Croak,” said the frog.
Crazy Man didn’t understand ‘Croak’ or any of the infinite meanings it might express. Was the
frog saying yes? Was the frog saying no? Was the frog saying I’ll think about it? Was this damn
frog withholding vital information about the edibility of its legs? Would this frog give up two of
its legs for two starving travellers?
“Was the previous croak a yes?” said the dog, Sidestepper.
“Croak,” said the frog.
“Was your croak after that,” said Crazy Man, “an admission that you’re withholding vital
information about the edibility of your legs?”
“Croak,” said the frog.
It occurred to the dog, Sidestepper, and Crazy Man that they were prone and Crazy Man was
entangled just short of lethally in the dog Sidestepper’s, suddenly demonic overly long legs.
They fought gravity, string theory, ancient myths and contemporary theories of quantum
entanglement, malicious rumours about crazy men and dogs, ultra right wing theories about what
condiments should be used on hotdogs…they fought bravely into the day, unentangling and
rising, ever rising, until they were both on their knees. But not touching each other, in keeping
with rumours of crazy men and dogs.
Their eyes turned in their sockets to the frog. “Do you have wisdom for us?” said Crazy Man.
“Advise, guidance…hope that we’ll ever find something to eat?”
“Croak,” said the frog.
“Was that a yes?” said Crazy Man.
“Croak,” said the frog.
The dog, Sidestepper, looked at Crazy Man and said, “I think he’s trying to tell us something.”
They both looked at the frog, and the dog, Sidestepper, said, “Are you trying to tell us
something?”
“Croak,” said the frog.
The dog, Sidestepper, turned to Crazy Man and said, “You see? He’s trying to tell us
something.”
Crazy Man wasn’t convinced. He’d come to think of things in new lights, new meanings, new
responses to seemingly accidental events. All these thoughts built in his mind and seeped into his
nose where it seeped into his lungs and started doing osmosis stuff all over his material inner
being. But they were thoughts…they hurt…thinking hurt. So Crazy Man exploded. In a
rhetorical way. He exploded into a frenzy of not seeing, a stupor of not being, a soup without a
ladle or salt. His eyes spun. His ears wiggled. His nose danced across his face. It was like being
on really good drugs. Like California Sunshine or Columbian Red. His head started to spin very
happily. He fell into a swoon that might have lasted a few minutes…in another time or place…
but maybe a week here, where Crazy Man finally made a decision.
Unfortunately, he couldn’t remember what he was deciding about so he summed it all up with:
“If we find you a big bug to eat, can we eat your legs?”
“Croak,” said the frog.

Crazy Man considered the frog’s response far into the sky, past the bubbly cloud things, into a
thousand sunrises and sunsets, a millennia of seasons and ceremonies and arrived at the only
interpretation possible: “Oh, I see…you don’t eat bugs. You just eat frozen TV dinners. If you
happen to have one handy, I might have a kitchen…and maybe a microwave.”
“Croak,” said the frog.
Crazy Man thought: Is that a yes? Is that a no? Do I have a kitchen? Do I have a microwave?
It would be cool to have a microwave. And a kitchen. And a pizza pan. This frog knows things.
This frog has answers, ideas and such delicious looking legs.
“Are you sure about this legs thing,” he said.
“Croak,” said the frog.
“I see now,” said the dog, Sidestepper. “This amazing creature has boiled down all words,
meanings and prophecies to one word.”
“Croak,” said the frog.
“Do I have a kitchen!” yelled Crazy Man.
“Croak,” said the frog.
“Do you have a map showing me the way to my mother?” said the dog, Sidestepper.
The frog remained silent. Crazy Man and the dog, Sidestepper, stared at the silent frog, waiting
for a response, waiting for a meaningful croak, a confirmation of their existence summed up in
just one word…croak. But no croak was forthcoming. The frog was silent. And green. Very
green. Frog green.
Crazy Man looked at the dog, Sidestepper, and the dog, Sidestepper, looked at Crazy Man.
Their eyes were asunder with questions and hope. Their hearts swelled as they watched the frog
spin like a top on amphetamines as it emitted a long soul-absorbing scream:
“CROOOOOOOAAAAAACCCCKKKKKK….K!” And it’s melodramatic spin slowed, slowed
and slowed until it came to stop with the frog’s nose pointed down the path of adventure and new
meanings and there was no mistaking the message of the nose.
However, it was lost on Crazy Man and the dog, Sidestepper…who just wanted food and
mommies. They regarded each other with great stealth and caution, fearing that the frog would
mess up their minds anymore than it already had. No mommies. No food. Just that melodramatic
spinning sound and then nothing.
This frog was a real gyp.
Until it said, “Croak, croakity croak.” In a reasonable voice.
Which caused Crazy Man and the dog, Sidestepper, to look in the direction in which the frog
nose was pointing: Down the path of adventure and new meanings. And it suddenly became
apparent to the two travellers that they were talking to a damn frog that probably didn’t know
where its own mother was and wasn’t enough of a humanitarian to let them eat its legs. So they
turned their back on the frog…no easy feat for a dog that sidestepped and a Crazy Man who had
to make adjustments in two dimensions. But they did it and continued down the path of
adventure and new meanings without a further thought to that damn frog.
Except…
“Have you ever eaten frog’s legs?” said the dog, Sidestepper.
“No,” said Crazy Man, “but I’ve heard they’re good except for one thing.”
“What’s that?” said the dog, Sidestepper.

“I heard they croak when you cut their legs off.”
Crazy Man and the dog, Sidestepper, laughed long and loud as they ventured down the path of
adventure and new meanings looking for mommies and food…and this…outside thing.
To be continued…
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